
Mr. Tony Summers 
	 9/23/88 

P.O.Box 2540 
Manassas, Va. 22110 

Dear Tony, 

Reur 9/2, tanks. I think the particular exploitation I was concerned about may 
have died the natural death it deserved. I've heard nothing mere about ifliom my 
source, who was informed about their efforts to sell their fantasy here andamerat-14e,r 
seeking additional funding for it. Other shawd in the works will be bad in other and 
differing ways. Some, I think, will be pretty good, particularly Nigel Turner's. On 
balance, I think moat will be disgraceful. 

I got the enclosed FBI records a couple of days ago and I'll be writing them 
about these records and others remaining wittheld. I plan, in doing this, to note 
what the FBI omitted from what it said and 11 suggest that those missing records 
can be found with little difficulty. In doing this I'll provide further explanations 
and while perhaps much, having to go with my past that the FBI regards as "nefarious," 
some will address the omissions and possible motive in omission. 

Although some of the FBI language in the enclosures describes the Falange as 
"subversive," the Hoover FBI was nonetheless an' ions to protect it from Chase's book. 

I was Click's Washington correspondent then. It was owned by the Annenbergs. 
Moe, the founding stinker, was in jail and Walter, the same guy who just sold TV 
Guide to Murdoch, was more or less running the publishing empire. Ith!—Cthen was based 
on The Philadelphia Enquirer. 

Click was the third largest of the picture magazines, megieg Life and Lac*, and 
it aotuplly made money without seeking advertising. Great patriot that he was, Walter 
folded it, under pressure of Chicagdbanks that were, if you remember the gang, America 
Farsters. (More or less against doing anything abet* Hitler at al.) The scaree news-
print was used, as A now recall, to start Seventeen. Those banks held the Annenberg 
debt. Moe introduced gangsters to uhicage-when he was I think circulation manager 
of one of the dailies. 

I was friends with Jim MbXnerney when he was an FBI agent and I was borrowed 
from the SZnate by the Department to help on the ten significant prosecution of 
the "Bloody Harlan" coal operators. For a period of time George McNulty was counsel 
formthe Senate committee for which I worked. 

f what is missing- 4.19 you'll know prior to getting what I'll write, is 
that our then akbassador to Cuba) who rose high in State, was associating with known 
Nazis who are in the pictured. Also involved as associating with and being pro-Nazi 
was the familtof the then largest Cuban paper, Diario de la Marina. I think the 
name was giver° or Rivera. I tell you this so you can better evaluate how seriously 
the FBI was concerned about Nazi infiltration in the U.S. and this hemisphere and 
about Masi sympathizers high up in our government. 

I've been presssing, from time to time, for the Click info and other info on or 
about me, since 1975, and the FBI lies with consistency. It several times told me it 
had no othergliek info and when I keep after them they find another dribble. It is, 
though, odd that they have yet to come up withwhat I'm sure they have, my exposes of 
Nazi cartels. (This appears to be what inspired the banks to pressure Annenberg.) I 
took all W got to DJ tod, if I may confess the "nefarious," I was what then was 
called an unregistered British agent,Oso I also took everything to tuleconomic war-
fare agents, part of a group who had a house just south of Mass. Ave near the embassy, 
name Crowe and Westrupp. I'm sure that if they had the personal interest, they could 
do nothing about the sordid Imperial Chemicals stuff I pee them. Costly Photostats 
in those days before xeroxing. 

ftope your work is going well. We are OK, thanks. 'est, 
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ANTHONY SUMMERS 

 

P. 0. Box 2540 
Manassas 
Virginia 22110 

 

Phones: 703-368-4621 
703-968-0263 

Mr. Harold Weisberg, 
7627 Old Receiver Road, 
Frederick, Maryland 
21701 

2 September 1988 

Dear Harold, 

I returned here yesterdayLto find your letters of July 26 and July 11, for 

which many thanks. I fear I was obviously unable to act on them, so there has 

been no intervention by me over the TV program you are worried about. But thank 

you very much for your thoughts on the FBI file system. As for Theoharis, his is 

such a loony attack that I prefer simply to forget about it. It seems that he is 

unable to believe anything happened historically unless it appears in a file 

someplace - my Kennedy/Monroe material was based largely on firsthand interviews, 

a source that is my reporter's bread and butter but which Theoharis the academic 

seems to disparage. Oh well... 

I hope you are both in good shape. 

Best, 
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ONIT- 	rom Mr. James McInerney of the Criminal Division Of the Depart- Mr.TN 	  meat. He advised that under date of August 9, 1941, a memorandum m.. 

.: 	. 

had been submitted to the Bureau by Assistant Attorney General 
Berge entitled "Alleged Nazi-Falangist Activities", the same 

	• 

containing information regarding alleged activities in Cuba. Y.,/ 
Mr. McInerney believes thel,..there were transmitted. with this memorandum 
photographs secured fro lick Magazine, in one of which there was a 
picture of a woman and a 'man, the woman being Baroness Lisettebvontkapri. 
He said copies of these photographs had not been retained by the Department. 

Mr. McInerney stated that by memorandum of August 26, 1941, 
regarding Baroness Lisette von Kapri, the Bureau had requested Assistant 
Attorney General Berge to advise whether the Department had any informa-
tion to show any connection between Baroness von Kapri and one Otto:NO.' 
This memorandum also transmitted to the Department copies of twenty-three 
reports of the 	 investigation. 

Mr. McInerney desired to be telephonically advised whether with 
Mr. Berge's memorandum of August 9,; 1941, there had been a photograph of 
Baroness von /Capri and a man, since, if that were true, Mr. McInerney 
could then write the Bureau a reply to its memorandum of August 26, 
1941, tothceffect that the 	in the picture of von Kapri is said an 
by Click Magazine to be  0.iteeh. 

Subsequently I did telephone Mr. McInerney about this matter 
and as a result Mr. L. L. Lightcap of the Criminal Division of the 
Department called at my office on September 29, 1941, and examined the 
photographs in question (our file 64-1200-A-18). Among these photographs 
is a page from Click Magazine entitled "Axis Fifth Column n Cuba", 
wherein appears a picture of Baroness von Kapri and a Mt. ersico. It 
is noted that in the photostatic copy of the magazine. pa  which we have 
the features of the Baroness are not discernible although Mr. Lightcap 
states that in .the original page from the magazine which is in the 
possession of the Department one can recognize her from the picture. 

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER 
- • 	DIRECTOR 

- . 

11:30 a.m. 

Man 

Jfieberulikurtau of InursOgution 
linitebstatesDepartmentaliustire 

itlashington, 11. Qt. 

September 27, 1941 
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Memo for Mr. Kimball 	 2 

Referring to an original photograph taken by Martin Harris of a woman 
in an aviatrix cap, carrying a parachute. 	man in white slacks 
and in his shirt sleeves, both of whom ha apparently Just left a 
door under a sign "Charter Service. Fr ,)(Steinman. Student and 
Instrument Instructions, Airplanes for Ren Ng Mr. Lightcap remarked 
that this picture was apparently taken at Roosevelt Field, New York 
City. Then there.is an enlargement of a man in the picture, which is 

15.7(1.  also stmped on the back "Photograph by Martin Harris". Mr. Lightcap 
advised that1111111Mand Mr. Weisberg of Click Magazine claim that 

,1571) this man in these two pictures, that  is  the one in the white  slacks, 
is Ott_o_Weh.._ Mr. Lightcap states that furthermore, it is claimed 
that Weh had recently appeared at Roosevelt Field, New York, and 
accordingly, the contention of the Click Magazine representatives may 
be correct. Mr. Lightcap said he was going to dictate a reply along 
these lines to Bureau memorandum of August 26, 1941, in the  

C !matter, our file 65-4196.. 

1... 	

It is'eaggested that Mr. 1111. the supervisor handling this 
setter, review the same to determine  whether  we have  available  known 
phils:=IgIcHar::essInKap:i and Ctiatita!"%. as  descriptive 

1 
flinographs are present, they miTITITIrdirparia—iirirthose taken by Martin 	 ............_—.....---.......... 	  Hints. 
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/ad  /SI 8"e4 
:6CORDED 

Mr. Nelson A. Rockefeller 
Coordinator of Inter-Amarican Affairs 
'Department of Commerce Building . 
Waahington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Rockefellers 

yElt.ZONAL AND CO 

iitAttl4TED BY c 
ON 

For your information sod such eoamideratioss as you deem 
appropriately the following data are set forthi 

DID 

. 	;I; 	....- 
Coffey 	- 	. II rimier of the information presently available reflects '11  el Aff 
Glavin  that Chase was the editor of the magazine 'Click' and also one of this 	• ,=44:2 Ladd 	edi tore of the magazine "Triday,111 ,.." 
Nichols 	 It la known that during the 	of 912 	visited Puertaanli r■-, 
Rosen Rico Cuba, and other localities In that Vicinity, for the purpose:4„,e 11, 

Tracy  securing information relative to the Spaniah Mang. and kindred f; ' 4 .......‘° 
Carson groups. . 	._. :::.i..—. -. -1.- A. .,:,-- It:...,:-/,.... ......:-. 	,:,-,' 
Harbo 

.137D 

Per 

Advice has been received indicating that in this publication 
the author will endeavor to establish that the Catholic Church is a 
tool of the Axle and will further intimate that the Catholics in this 
country, as well as those in other Central and South Amor/can countries, 

Tolsonshonld be looked upon with suspicion and disdain is se far as their 
E. A. iregyttonallatio sentiments and loyalty are concerned. 
Clegg 	 . - 

,57; 
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lionorable Adolf A. Berle, Jr. 
Assistant Secretary of State 
Department of State . 
Washimtaa, D. C. 

Dearl. Berle; - 	- 

For your information and such consideration 
—7/ appropriate, the following data are set forth; 
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1 111111PIt is known that during the all of 942 Chase sited Puerto 
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Advice has been received indicating that in this publioation'itc 
the author will endeavor to establish that the Catholic Church is a 
tool of the Axis and will further intimate that the Catholics in this 
country, /Aswan as Upse in other Central and South American Gauntries, 
should be looked upon with suspicion and disdain in so far as their 

,..„pationalistio sentiments and loyalty are concerned. 
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p0 col' 	els. Room 
Mr. Neale 

andam 144 furnish comments Miss Boalun The purpose of'this 
upon a review of Chase's book ralange: Thie Axis Secret AalL 
in the Americas," recently roles="by G. F:74Autnamts Sims. 

OM MM. 0.4 	 4.4 4....141 

BACKGROUND 

Idles Gandy 

As you will recall from my memorandum to you of June 5, 1943, 

Chase, a journalist who resides in New York City, visited Puerto Rico, Cuba, 
and other Caribbelin localities in the fall of 1942 for the purpose of gathering 

information relative to the Spanish Falange and kindred subversive groups, 

both in the United States and territories visited by him. Ch se was editor 

of the ma azineNSlick" and one of the editors of the marrazinO!Frida " 

DETAILS 

A review of the contents of "Falange," so far as the SIS Field of 

operation is concerned, fails to reveal any information of value gathered by 

Chase which is not previously in the possession of the Bureau. For the most 
part it may be said that the comments of Chase are colored with sensationalism, 

are in a great many instances distorted, and on numerous instances inaccurate. 

The book is full of conjectures and speculations and erroneous in many minor 

details. Many of Chase's premises apparently are of a nature that substantiatio: 

or confirmation. is difficult or impossible, and represent perhaps flights of 

his fancy or his own conclusions reached after setting forth incomplete sets 
of facts. Apparently much of Chase's material was received by word of mouth, 

resulting in inaccuracy as to names and places, phonetic spellings, and 

evidently have been distorted after passing through various hands. 

r.)) 
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) 
Memorandum for the Director 
Page 2 

may be said that Chases principal sources of infor-
mation are Communist informaats, Spanish Republican sources evidently in 
the United States and Caribbean territorita possessions, newspapers, and the 
Public Library at San &an. 

A further review of the book as regards the 
Spanish Falange in Colombia, Chile, Panama, and other SIS Fields, indicates, 
as above, that Chases information likewise does not reflect any material 
not previously investigated by the Bureau. 

Attached hereto ie.a letter dated Jul 15, 1943, from 

n 	oh 	 requests an appraisal of-Chasels book in 
the interest of "La Prenses readers. Also, there is attached a memorandum 
of Mr. J. K. Mumford for Mr. Ladd, dated July 19, 1943, concerning a call 
of Mr. Ray hhearty of the Special War Policies Unit of the Department regard-
ing a similar request from the newspaper "La Prensa" made of the Attorney 
General for an appraisal of the book, and a similar letter frcenalliffaillir 
to the Attorney General requesting an appraisal, which letter was referred 
to us for handling. 

RECOMMENDATIOE 

It is recommended that no appraisal be given to "La Prensa" 	/ 
concerning the publication of Chase, and in that connection there is 
attached hereto a suggested letter of.reply to 	 acknowledging 
receipt of both above referred to letters. 

With further regard to the book itself, a more complete review 
is being made in the SIS Division for the purpose of pointing out in detail 
all inaccuracies and checking more closely on the merits and demerits of this 
publication. 

Respectfully, 

bl 

Attachments 
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41J1571) In the attached memorandum from the Criminal Idvision it is - miss  Boom  
Mr. Ness. 

stated that the Department has been confidenti 	informed 	 las Candy 

The Criminal Division requests therein that an inves-
tigation be made to ascertain if r still has the material, and, if so, detailed in- 

-WC 
formation concerning its content. 

(1)  

.b7.1) 
N 

(2)  

'COPIES DESTRO 
IS& JUL a two 

It is any opinion that the Department's request shoUld not be complied with in- 
asmuchas the proposed action of the Bureau would serve no purpose as far as the obtain-
ment of factual information regarding the Falange is concerned and becalms the actuali4S 
sation of such a request would more than likely subject the Bureau to unwarranted critis,  
cies. This ognion is predicated upon the following facts: 


